
RANIA AL DANAF
PRINCIPAL

One of the fundamental desires we humans have is the desire for

significance. We want – we need – our lives to count for something.

As we all have experienced a worldwide crisis, last year was for sure not pretty easy on most

of us. But we never forget the lessons we learned along the way, we needed to trust and be

flexible most of the time because these are the times when our faith is tested, and I just

wanted to tell you how I always found peace and trust in God, whom he never lost control,

never stopped working and showing us signs in faith to lead us in his path despite all that is

going on around us, and with ourselves.

In Jesus' name and your support and prayers, we have been able to help not only spiritually

and morally but also financially a lot of people resident in Lebanon in these hard times. No

matter what the amount available was, we helped by all means that are available for us.

Under God's blessings, we have been able to save a lot of people, in Jesus' name, to

enlighten and fulfill their hearts with his endless love to us, his creation.
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SUMMARY OF 2020

Scanning over the past year; over everything that has happened, I

will try to inform you about it all by a brief summary.

The end of 2019 has opened a new crisis door for 2020, starting

from protests across Lebanon, an insecure economy and security;

and then, Coronavirus that hit the world, aside with the economy

of Lebanon that hit crisis as well, it was and still too hard for the

people here because most of them have been terminated from

their jobs or switched to a half-pay salary and the living costs went

crazy high.

And then came the bigger loss, on the 4th of August a massive

explosion happened in port Beirut, many people lost their houses,

family members and even some businesses had to shut down so

more unemployed people, and more crisis. We had our doors

open for them, we distributed our phone numbers and address for

any inquiry.

Well, for sure it has been a difficult year for most of us, there are

some people who are unable to afford a simple medicine or food

sometimes, it used to get really hard on us in a situation where we

are unable to provide some people more help, but somehow we

kept  managing to provide most of those in need, in Jesus's help

and all the prayers along the path,

I always have faith in Jesus for he's our savior, he sustains us

because only he is our refuge.
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LIST OF ACTIVITIES (2020)

A food distribution network;

Financial support;

Campaigns to spread love amongst people; 

Our education center;

Summer Activities;

Training programs for teachers and members;

Lunch serving for children twice a week;

Here's a list of most of our activities in the past year till the present

time:

every month we aim to provide families with some efficient

amount of food supplies, most commonly used products

those who are trying so hard to accomplish less than their basic

living terms but only enough for them to survive in this country,

needs just a little pull out of their life's chaos, into the light of God,

we tend to provide some work for them as much as we can help.

Trust me this procedure did literally improve their lives, at least

now they've got hope.

enlighten their hearts, and seed God's love in them to protect their

families, and strengthen their relationship with their children and

others as well.

*Eventually, the financial and spiritual support decreases daily
pressures. 
 

it contains three classes, but we are having some quarantine time

due to Coronavirus and total lockdown now, we work on helping

children (Syrian refugees & Lebanese) with special needs like

learning disabilities, social and psychological problems, we work

on making them feel accepted, and loved because we truly love

our children and each one of them is special in our heart.

although this year was short on outdoor and indoor gatherings, we

somehow could manage to do some with our children who now

wait for our meetings together, some of them refused to go to a

party camp and attended our daily activities, that was something

bless full to see our children start choosing love over weapons.

enhancing their performance, and continuous knowledge about

how to strengthen the children and improve their progress.

we only do it twice because, with all that is going on, we are in a

shortage financially, but we are being able to afford it by trying to

keep our budget low and keep this a fun time. 
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DREAMS & GOALS 

 Canada: Trudy- a leader in "YWAM" ( training and development

expert in communication means and social work )

 China: Sanima - a missionary from "Church of God" ( food

preparation help and help at the education center )

 United States of America: Pastor David - president of

"Churches of God" in Lebanon ( spiritual instructor )

I always keep my hopes high when it comes to the future, saying

that "when there is a will there is a way" especially with our

ministry I feel it's God providing and opening doors of light for us.

We dream to extend classes and raise support to be able to help a

bigger amount of children, especially from the Druze sect because

they don't have mercy towards others, they raise their children on

political stereotyping and partisanship. 

So our goal is to help those children and youth so they don't go to

a political party or weapons, instead, we aim to seed love and

affection in their hearts, teach, show them forgiveness and

support. 

And what is the better way to get to know Jesus?  

In addition, to implementing this by some volunteers from :

1.

2.

3.
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FOR GOD LOVES A CHEERFUL
GIVER

   Thank you so much, for your support that is letting us continue, those

five loaves and two fish in our hands, thanks to the Lord, were able to help

as many homes as we could and give help to those in need. 

   Don't think if you are supporting us financially that you are not present in

the ministry with us, definitely, you and your support are the base of this

ministry that we are doing in the name of the Lord Jesus.

   I also know that the remaining duration for the organization's support is

six months, but I pray that God will provide and bless you financially more

and you'd be able to continue supporting our ministry even more so that

that we can continue what we've started and to be able to serve more and

more.

    I wish that you would raise us with prayers more against the spiritual

war that is attacking us, morally, financially, and socially because we are

facing a lot of challenges and resistance from the society around us.

   I hope that our voice, prayers, and your prayers for us, to be able to reach

more churches so they can stand by our side and support us because we

need you and without you and your support to us, we will not be able to

continue our ministry because the economical situation in Lebanon is so

difficult and the churches are incapable of supporting us. It is so

heartbreaking to hear the kids and see how much they love this place (the

education center) and how happy they are to be with us, while there is a

probability that we will not be able to finish a year with them.

Also, a lot of the parents are thanking us for the work that we are doing, in

our area, political parties do camps every while of time, so they can teach

the youth and children the war life, weapon using and some other military

pieces of training

and the surprise was in what I personally heard from the parents that their

children are refusing to go to those camps because they love to come to

our activities more and what happened in the last summer that there was

a political party camp and the date was the same of our scheduled activity

program there, so all the children ditched the camp and came to our

program activity, and that was so amazing it touched all of us spiritually.

It's so touching when you see God's power affecting our kids that way.

   YOU are responsible for this ministry with us, we pray that no day would

come and we have to say to our kids Good-Bye. We pray that this work

shall continue. 

Hoping that maybe more than one church would recognize us because of

you, and to deliver our thoughts about the importance of developing the

society spiritually, morally, and materially. In the name of Jesus Crist. 

 Amen 
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PRAYER REQUESTS &
ORGANIZATIONS' NEEDS

The organization's building rental cost, that

you send yearly.

Teachers' Salaries (Arabic, English,

Mathematics)

The operations manager & customer service

salary (teachers' supervisor, legal transactions,

administrative transactions, and daily

organizational needs...)   

Electricity and water costs

Transportation costs

Spending on center's needs ( stationary,

maintenance, ... )

Food distribution network costs

I would like to talk about our needs and support

requests,

thankful for the ministry support.
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Finally, We would like to invite you to come to visit

us and see the work on the ground, this will

encourage and inspire you in order to continue

supporting us, hopefully when the Coronavirus

quarantine ends.

          

                          with all LOVE, RANIA AL DANAF

                            (raniaalldanaf@hotmail.com)


